**KELLY EDGE ALL-SEASON**

A hardworking, quality tire with all-season traction for everyday driving.

- All-season traction in wet, dry and snowy conditions.
- Enhanced grip by helping to evacuate water and slush from the tread.
- Long treadwear from a stable tread footprint.
- Enhanced handling thanks to a proven tread pattern.

**GOODYEAR ASSURANCE ALL-SEASON**

A practical tire for confident all-season traction in wet, dry, and snowy conditions, with long treadwear.

- All-Season: Multiple biting edges offer great all-season traction in wet, dry and snowy conditions.
- Wet Traction: Wide tread grooves help evacuate water and slush for enhanced wet traction.
- Quiet Ride: The optimized tread pattern reduces road noise for a quieter ride.
- Refined Handling: Large stable shoulder blocks provide confident dry and wet handling.

**GOODYEAR ASSURANCE WEATHERREADY**

Our best all-weather tire has an asymmetric tread pattern and sweeping tread grooves to evacuate water and deliver excellent wet traction.

- Specialized tread compounds help grip the road in wet, snow and ice-and earn Severe Snow Certification.
- Weather Reactive Technology combines Evolving Traction Grooves with TreadLock Technology, allowing the tread to lock together while cornering and open for more biting edges when you need enhanced wet traction.

**4TH QUARTER EXCHANGE TIRE SALE PRICES**

Effective October 1 - December 31, 2022

**SAVE MORE WITH $25 MAIL-IN REBATE**

**SAVE MORE WITH $100 MAIL-IN REBATE**
Efficient fuel-saving tread compound offers experience lasting control and responsiveness.
Wide center rib helps provide confident asymmetric tread and proven tread.
Greater tread life limited warranty leads to long-term savings.
Patented tread pattern provides a comfortable drive comfortably and confidently with solid shoulder blocks help stabilize the blade with biting edges enhance handling especially while turning.
Enhanced tread block sequence helps to reduce noise so drivers can enjoy a quiet ride.

Extend your journey. Go up to 30% farther with Goodyear's longest lasting tire.

SAVE MORE WITH $50 MAIL-IN REBATE*

SAVE MORE WITH $100 MAIL-IN REBATE*

All the ingredients for a smooth ride.

An Original Equipment tire featuring a Premium Ride Quality with confident all-season traction and enhanced fuel efficiency.

A hardworking, quality tire with all-season traction for performance driving.
GOODYEAR EAGLE SPORT A/S

- Steering Responsiveness: The proven asymmetric tread offers both responsive handling and exceptional all-season grip.
- All-Season Performance: An innovative tread compound that delivers outstanding wet and dry performance, with enhanced grip in ice and snow.
- Long Lasting Tread: Full-depth sipes help create biting edges for confident grip — even as the tire wears.
- Rim Protection: The rim protector helps defend against accidental curb damage.

A powerful sport performance tire with enhanced responsive handling and strong grip in all-season conditions.

**STEERING RESPONSIVENESS**
**ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE**
**RIM PROTECTION**
**60,000 MILE TREADLIFE WARRANTY**

GOODYEAR EAGLE TOURING

- Optimized tire contact area with the road for enhanced handling and responsiveness.
- Biting edges help to provide confidence all-season traction in wet, dry and snowy conditions.
- Optimized tread pattern helps to quiet noise from on-road driving.

Confident handling and a smooth, quiet ride for luxury performance.

**STEERING RESPONSIVENESS**
**ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE**
**RIM PROTECTION**
**60,000 MILE TREADLIFE WARRANTY**

GOODYEAR EAGLE EXHILARATE

- ActiveBraking Technology Promotes shorter braking distances on wet and dry roads.
- ActiveGrip Technology Offers excellent traction in all seasons for performance handling.
- ActiveStrength Technology provides a stronger, lightweight construction for enhanced handling and responsiveness.
- Built-in wear gauges provide convenient and easy tread-depth readings.

For those who view every drive as a chance to perform at their peak.

**STEERING RESPONSIVENESS**
**ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE**
**RIM PROTECTION**
**60,000 MILE TREADLIFE WARRANTY**

KELLY EDGE HT

- Proven tread pattern provides confidence in all-season conditions and a comfortable ride.
- The reinforced center rib enhances handling and promotes even wear.
- Bread tread grooves help evacuate water and slush from the tread for enhanced grip.
- Sturdy shoulder blocks help stabilize the tread footprint to promote long treadwear for enhanced value.

A hardworking, quality tire for light trucks and SUVs with all-season traction for everyday driving.

**STEERING RESPONSIVENESS**
**ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE**
**RIM PROTECTION**
**60,000 MILE TREADLIFE WARRANTY**

**50,000 Miles LT Sizes**

**STEERING RESPONSIVENESS**
**ALL-SEASON PERFORMANCE**
**RIM PROTECTION**
**50,000 MILE TREADLIFE WARRANTY**
• Reinforced construction gives strength and durability to tackle the demands of your day, every day.
• Designed in conjunction with your vehicle to help meet your expectations.
• Territory HT provides a smooth and quiet ride with responsive handling.

GOODYEAR WRANGLER WORKHORSE HT

Offers satisfying dry and wet performance, confident braking, and capable all-season traction, even in light snow.

GOODYEAR WRANGLER TERRITORY HT

• Reinforced construction gives strength and durability to tackle the demands of your day, every day.
• Designed in conjunction with your vehicle to help meet your expectations.
• Territory HT provides a smooth and quiet ride with responsive handling.

KELLY EDGE AT

A hardworking, quality tire with highway and off-road traction for everyday driving.

GOODYEAR WRANGLER WORKHORSE AT

Hardworking, all-seasondependability with on/off road traction.

SAVE MORE WITH $75 MAIL-IN REBATE*
The combination of mold shape, construction, and tread pattern enables you to go off road at a moment’s notice.

An Original Equipment tire with versatility and year-round traction for wherever the road takes you.

A workhorse tire for rugged off-road terrain — including snow — that still offers a quieter ride on paved roads. The bold aggressive tread design is great for work truck towing and hauling.

**SAVE MORE WITH $75 MAIL-IN REBATE**

**SAVE MORE WITH $100 MAIL-IN REBATE**
GOODYEAR WRANGLER TERRITORY MT

- Open Tread Design helps to clear mud from the tire for traction, on or off-road.
- Wrap-around Shoulder Design offers added traction in deep mud and snow.
- Sequenced Pitch Pattern reduces tread pattern noise.

An Original Equipment Maximum Traction tire (MT) that offers superb traction, on or off-road.

GOODYEAR ENDURANCE

- Defend against sidewall scuffs and punctures with Durawall® Technology and a scuff guard.
- Minimize air loss while towing with an enhanced inner liner.
- Carry heavy-duty loads with a redesigned polyester construction reinforced with steel belts.
- Track straight for a smooth drive with an enhanced tread pattern.

This dependable trailer tire – featuring Durawall® technology – is designed to help you tow with confidence. Protect your investment.

GOODYEAR ULTRA GRIP SERIES and WINTER COMMMAND FAMILY

- See Sales Associate for price and available sizes.
- SAVE MORE WITH $50 MAIL-IN REBATE*